1. Switch is normally closed when manual directional control valve in centered position.

2. With manual directional control valve in centered position, push to engage primary clutch.

3. For wiring schematic, refer to control module drawing.

2. Current = 20 AMP MAX.

Open when lever is actuated from centered position.

1. Warning: Do not connect valve coil directly to battery/power supply voltage.


2. With manual directional control valve in centered position, push to engage primary clutch.

All points available for testing are coded...

NOTE:

All equipment shown:

- MGX-5225DC per 1022825A
- 1002312 Companion Flange Assembly
- GP Valve with EC300 Wiring Harness
- 1025541D Heat Exchanger
- 1019735A Input Hub
- - M1959AW Mounted Heat Exchanger
- - 1/2 NPT Thread Water Inlet for Heat Exchanger
- - 1 1/2 NPT Thread Water Outlet for Heat Exchanger
- - 54 Teeth Target Wheel
- - 64 Teeth Target Wheel

NOTE: See note "A"
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